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THE SECURITY PROBLEM AGAINST 
INFERENCE ATTACKS ON OBJECT-ORIENTED 
DATABASES 

Yasunori Ishihara, Toshiyuki Morita and Minoru Ito 

Abstract Inference attacks mean that a user infers (or tries to infer) the result of an unau

thorized method execution using only authorized methods to the user. We say 
that a method m is secure against inference attacks by a user u if there exists 

no database instance for which u can infer the result of m. It is important for 

database administrators to know which methods are secure and which ones are 
not. When an administrator finds that a method which retrieves top secret infor
mation is not secure against inference attacks by u, then the administrator can 
prevent u from attacking the method by changing the authorization for u. This 
paper formalizes the security problem (i.e., to determine whether given method 
is secure or not) for method schemas, and presents the following results. First, 
it is shown that the security problem is undecidable. Next, a decidable sufficient 
condition for a given method to be secure is proposed. Furthermore, it is shown 
that the sufficient condition is also a necessary one if a given schema is monadic 
(i.e., every method has exactly one parameter). The time complexity to decide 

the condition is also evaluated. For a monadic schema, the condition is decidable 
(and therefore, the security problem is solvable) in polynomial time of the size 
of the schema. 

Keywords: Inference, object -oriented database 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, various authorization models for object-oriented databases 
(OODBs) have been proposed and studied. Among of them, the method-based 
authorization model [ 4] is one of the most elegant models since it is in harmony 
with the concept that "an object can be accessed only via its methods" in the 
object-oriented paradigm. In the model, an authorization A for a user u can 
be represented as a set of expressions m(q, ... ,en), which means that u can 
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Figure 20.1 An example of an ·insecure method. 

directly invoke method m on any tuple ( o1, ... , On) of objects such that Oi is an 
object of class Ci (1 $ i $ n). On the other hand, even if m(ct, ... ,en) fl. A, u 
can invoke m indirectly through another method execution in several models 
(e.g., protection mode in [3]). Although such indirect invocations are useful 
for data hiding [3], they may also allow inference attacks in some situations. 

Example 7 Let Employee, Host and Room be classes representing employ
ees, hosts, and rooms, respectively. Suppose that a method uses returns the host 
which a given employee uses, and a method located returns the room in which a 
given host is placed. Also suppose that a method office, which returns the room 
occupied by a given employee, is implemented as office( x) = located (uses( x) ). 

Now suppose that the physical computer network is top secret information. 
In this case, an authorization for a user u may be the one shown in Fig
ure 20.1, where a solid (resp. dotted) arrow denotes an authorized (resp. unau
thorized) method to u. Suppose that u have obtained that uses(John) =mars 
and office(John) = A626 using the authorized methods. Also suppose that u 
knows the implementation body of office as its behavioral specification. Then, 
u can infer that located{ mars)= A626. 

On the other hand, suppose that method uses retrieves top secret informa
tion and therefore the authorization of u is set as shown in Figure 20.2. Then, 
u knows that located(mars) = A626, office(John) = A626, and office(x) = 
located(uses(x)), similarly to the former case. However, u cannot conclude 
that uses( John) =mars only from the above information, since there may be 
another host h such that uses(John) =hand located(h) = A626. 

For a given database schema S and an authorization A for a user u, an 
n-ary method m is said to be secure at ( c1, ... , en) (each Ci is a class in 8) 
against inference attacks by u if u cannot infer the result of m(o1, ... ,on) for 
any objects Oi of class Ci in any database instance I of S, using only au tho-
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Figure 20.2 An example of a secure method. 

rized methods to u. Otherwise, m is insecure. For example, if uses( Employee) 
and office(Employee) are authorized, then located is insecure since the user 
can infer located(mars) = A626 under the database instance shown in Fig
ure 20.1. On the other hand, it will be shown later that uses is secure when 
only located(Host) and office(Employee) are authorized. It is important for 
database administrators to know which methods are secure and which ones 
are not. When an administrator finds that a method which retrieves top secret 
information is insecure against inference attacks by u, the administrator can 
prevent u from attacking the method by changing the authorization for u. 

In this paper, we formally define the security problem, i.e., to determine 
whether a given method is secure or not. We adopt method schemas proposed 
by [2] as a formal model of OODB schemas since they support such basic 
features of OODBs as method overloading, dynamic binding, and complex ob
jects. The semantics is simply defined based on term rewriting. Under this 
formalization, we first show that the problem is undecidable. Next, we pro
pose a decidable sufficient condition for a method to be secure. Furthermore, 
we show that the sufficient condition is also a necessary one if a given schema 
is monadic (i.e., every method has exactly one parameter). Finally, we eval
uate the time complexity of deciding the condition. For a monadic method 
schema, the proposed condition is decidable (and therefore, the security prob
lem is solvable) in polynomial time of the size of the schema. 

In this' paper we discuss precise inference in OODBs. Precise inference 
means that a user can infer (or, is interested in) only the exact value of the result 
of an unauthorized method. On the other hand, most of the recent researches 
concentrate on imprecise inference in relational databases, not OODBs. Impre
cise inference means that a user can infer (or, is interested in) possible values of 
the result of an unauthorized method (query) with a certain probability. In [5], 
FD-based imprecise inference involving abduction and partial deduction is dis
cussed. In [12], a quantitative measure of inference risk is formally defined. 
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Imprecise inference with external, common sense knowledge can be regarded 
as data mining [6, 9]. 

[11] focuses on both precise and imprecise inference in OODBs. Besides 
inferability of the result of a method execution, the article introduces the no
tion of controllability, which means that a user can control (alter arbitrarily) 
an attribute-value of an object in a database instance. We do not consider 
controllability since our query language does not support update operations 
for database instances. However, since our query language supports recursion 
while the one in [11] does not, detecting inferability in our formalization is not 
trivial. [11] also proposes, for a given database schema Sand an authorization 
A, a sound algorithm for detecting inferability or controllability. However, 
[11] does not evaluate the complexity of the algorithm. 

2. METHOD SCHEMAS 

2.1 SYNTAX 

We introduce some notations before defining the syntax of method schemas. 
Let F be a family of disjoint sets Fo, F1. F2 , ••. , where Fn (n = 0, 1, 2, ... ) 
is a set of function symbols of arity n. For a countable set X of vari
ables, let Tp(X) denote the set of all the terms freely generated by F and 
X. For a set v' let vn denote the Cartesian product v X •.• X v. For a ,________..., 

n 
term t E Tp(X), ann-tuple t = (h, ... , tn) E (Tp(X))n of terms, and ann-
tuple X= (x1, ... ,xn) E Xn of variables, let t(tjx] denote the term obtained 
by simultaneously replacing every Xi in t with ti (1 i n). For example, 
j(xi,g(xbx2))[(f(a),xi)/(xi,x2)] = j(f(a),g(f(a),xi)). For a term t, de
fine the set of occurrences R(t) as the smallest set of sequences of positive 
integers with the following two properties: 

• £ E R(t), where£ is the empty sequence. 

• If r E R(ti), then i · r E R(f(t1, ... , tn)) (1 i n), where the center 
dot"·" represents the concatenation of sequences. 

An occurrence oft specifies (the position of) a subterm oft. For example, 1· 2 
of f(J(x,g(x)),g(x))) specifies the first g(x). The replacement in toft' at r, 
denoted t[r t- t'], is defined as follows: 

• t[c: t- t'] = t'; 

• f(tl,···,ti,···,tn)[i · r t- t'] = f(tb···,ti-bti[r t- t'],ti+b···,tn), 
where 1 i n. 

For example, j(f(x,g(x)},g(x))[1· 2 t- h(a,b)] = j(j(x,h(a,b)),g(x)). 
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We go on to the definition of method schemas. Let G be a finite set of class 
names (or simply classes) and M a family of mutually disjoint finite sets Mo, 
M1o M2, ... , where Mn (n = 0,1,2, ... ) is a set of method names of arity n. 
Each Mn is partitioned into Mb,n and Me,n: Each mb E Mb (= Un>oMb,n) 
(resp. me E Me(= Un>O Me,n)) is called a base method name (resp. composite 
method name). Furthermore, each mE M (= Mb U Me) is simply called a 
method name. We say that M is a method signature. 

Hereafter, we often use a bold letter v to mean ( v1, ... , vn) without explicitly 
defining it when n is irrelevant or obvious from the context. 

Definition 15 Let c E en. A base method definition ofmb E Mb,n at cis a 
pair (mb(c),c), where c E G. A composite method definition ofme E Me,n at 
cis a pair (me(c), t), where t E TM( {xb ... ,xn} ). 

Let oi be an object of class q (1 i n) (see Defs. 16 and 18 for formal 
definitions). Informally, the above base method definition declares that the 
application of mb to o = ( o1, ... , on) results in an object of c or its subclass, 
while the above composite method definition states that the application of me 
to o results in term rewriting starting from t[o/x]. The formal definition is 
presented in Section 2.2. 

Definition 16 A method schema [1, 2] S is a 5-tuple 
where: 

I. G is a finite set of class names. 

2. is a partial order representing a class hierarchy. When d c, we say 
that d is a subclass of c and c is a superclass of c'. We naturally extend 

to n-tuples of classes as follows: For two tuples c = ( c1, ... , Cn) and 
c' = ... we write c c' iff q all i. 

3. M is a method signature. 

4. :Eb is a set of base method definitions. 

5. :Ee is a set of composite method definitions. 

For each possible combination c E en and m E Mn, there must exist at most 
one method definition of m at c. If every method of S has exactly one parame
ter, then S is monadic. 

2.2 SEMANTICS 

Method definitions are inherited along the class hierarchy. 
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Definition 17 LetS= (C,::;,M,Eb,Ec). mb E Mb,n· and c E en. Suppose 
that (mb(c'),c') E Eb is the base method definition ofmb at the smallest c' 
above c, i.e., whenever (mb(c"), d') E Eb and c::; c", it is the case that c'::; c". 
We define the resolution Res(mb(c)) ofmb at cas c'. If such a unique base 
method definition does not exist, then Res(mb(c)) is undefined, denoted _1_. 
The resolution of a composite method is defined in the same way. 

The semantics of a method schema is defined as follows. To each class 
name, a set of objects is assigned. Also, to each base method name mb, a 
mapping over appropriate sets of objects is assigned as its interpretation. The 
semantics of a composite method is defined by the interpretation of base meth
ods and term rewriting. 

Definition 18 An interpretation (or, also called a database instance) of a 
method schema S is a pair I = ( v, 11-) with the following properties: 

1. To each c E C, v assigns a finite disjoint set v( c) of object identifiers (or 
simply, objects). Each o E v(c) is called an object of class c. Let 01 = 
UcEC v(c). For c = (cl, ... , en). let v(c) denote v(ci) X • · · X v(cn)· 

2. For each mb E Mb,n· p(mb) is a partial mapping from 07 to 01 which 
satisfies the following two conditions. Let c, c' E en. 

(a) If Res(mb(c)) = c', then JL(mb) lv(c) is a total mapping to 
Uc<c'v(c), where "I" denotes that the domain of fl. is restricted 
tov(c). 

(b) lfRes(mb(c)) = _1_, then p(mb) is undefined everywhere in v(c). 

A term in TM ( 0 1) is called an instantiated term. That is, an instantiated 
term consists of method names in M and objects in 0 I. The one-step exe
cution relation --t 1 on the instantiated terms, based on the leftmost innermost 
reduction strategy, is defined as follows: 

Definitionl9 Let m(o) (o E v(c)) be the subterm oft E TM(OI) at the left
most innermost occurrence r. 

1. lfm E Mb and Res(m(c)) =I= _1_, then t --t1 t[r+- p(m)(o)]. 

2. 1fm E Me and Res(m(c)) = t' =/= _1_, then t --t1 t[r+-t'[ojx]]. 

Note that, by Def. 19, for any instantiated term t, there exists at most one term 
t' such that t --t I t'. That is, every execution is deterministic. 

Let --t j be the reflexive and transitive closure of --t I. If t --t j t' and there 
exists not" such that t' --t I t", then t' is called the execution result oft, and we 
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write t.!. = t'. If t,!. E 0 I, then the execution of t is successful, and if t,!. ¢. 0 I 
because of nonexistence of the resolution, then the execution oft is aborted. 
In both cases (i.e., if t,!. exists), the execution oft is terminating. On the other 
hand, if t,!. does not exist, then the execution oft is nonterminating. We omit 
the subscript I and simply write -+ or -+ * if I is understood from the context. 

3. INFERENCE ATTACKS 

3.1 AUTHORIZATION 

Various sophisticated method-based authorization models for OODBs have 
been proposed. In this paper, however, discussing authorization models is not 
our main purpose, and therefore we adopt the following simple but general 
authorization model. 

Definition 20 Let S = ( C, ::;, M)::::b, I:c)· An authorization A for a user u 
under Sis a .finite set ofm(c), where mE Mn and c E en. Intuitively, m(c) E 
A means that u is authorized to directly invoke method m on any tuple o of 
objects such that o E v(c). 

An authorization is often modeled as a pair of a base authorization and a set 
of inference rules. An example of an inference rule is "if u is authorized to 
invoke m on objects of c, then u is also authorized to invoke m on objects of 
the subclasses of c." When CI ::; c and c2 ::; c, the base authorization { m (c)} 
is expanded into {m(c),m(q),m(c2)} by this rule. In this paper, we assume 
that a given authorization has already been expanded. 

3.2 FORMAL DEFINITION OF USER'S INFERENCE 

In this paper, information provided by a database is modeled as a set 
of (in)equalities. For example, suppose that a user u executes office(John) 
and obtains the result A626. In this case, the information that u obtains is 
office(John)+ = A626. In what follows, we demonstrate that user's inference 
can be formalized as the congruence closure of a finite set of ground equalities 
when the two reasonable conditions (Ql) and (Q2) stated below are satisfied. 

First of all, we define the information which u can obtain directly from a 
database instance I= (v,JJ.). 

(*1) User u obtains m(o)+ = o iff it is the case that m(c) E A, o E v(c), and 
m( o )+ = o E 0 I. That is, u knows what the result of m( o) is if executing 
m ( o) is authorized and the execution is successful. 

(*2) User u obtains Res(m(c)) = t iff it is the case that m(c) E A and 
Res(m(c)) = t. That is, u knows the type declaration ofm at c (when m 
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is a base method) or the behavioral specification of mat c (when m is a 
composite method), if executing m{o) (o E v(c)) is authorized. 

In Example 7, (*1) and (*2) are stated informally. 

Next, suppose that u can use at least four inference rules: reflexivity, sym
metry, transitivity, and substitutivity (i.e., ifti = for all i, then f(t) = j(t')). 
Also suppose that user u knows that o =/= o' for distinct objects o and o' (e.g., u 
knows John =/=Alice, Sara =/= A626, and so on). 

The goal of inference attacks is to obtain o such that m{ o)..!.. = o for some m 
and o. In other words, u wants to infer equalities. Therefore, if we find a rea
sonable condition under which inequalities are useless to infer equalities, we 
can formalize user's inference as the congruence closure of equalities induced 
by (*1) and (*2). Let us examine the following example: 

Example 8 Recall the second case of Example 7, where u cannot in
fer uses(John)..J.. = mars since there may be another host h such that 
uses(John)_j.. = h and located{h)_j.. = A626. However, if u knows that 
located ( o)..!.. =/= A626 for any other object o in the database instance, then u 
can conclude that uses( John) = mars. 

The above example suggests that inequalities are useless to infer equalities if 
the following condition is satisfied: 

(Ql) User u does not know what OJ is. 

In many cases, this condition is satisfied by just hiding OJ from the user. 
Equalities obtained by (*2) are not ground (i.e., include variables). How

ever, together with the following condition (Q2), they are equivalent to a finite 
set of ground equalities, which has many good properties: 

(Q2) The user does not know what C is. 

This condition is also satisfied by just hiding C. 

Example 9 Consider a schema with a composite method me which has the 
same resolution t at every class c E C. Let A = {me( c) I c E C} be an 
rization for a user u. 

Assume that u knows what Cis. Then, u can infer that me(t')-1.. = t[t' fx]-1.. 
for any term t' such that t' {. E OJ, since me has the same resolution t at any 
class. Note that, in this inference, u does not need to know which class t' {. 
belongs to. 

On the other hand, if ( Q2) is satisfied, then u cannot conclude that 
me(t')-1.. = t[t' fx]-1.. without exactly inferring the class to which t'-1.- belongs 
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since there may be another class c in C such that t'.} E v( c) and Res( me (c)) =f. 
t. 

Type checking [2, 10] is useless when (Q2) is satisfied. Therefore, to know the 

class to which t' +belongs is to infer the exact value oft'.}. Thus, the equalities 

obtained by ( *2) can be applied only to terms t' such that t' + is known. This 

means that each equality Res(me(c)) = t obtained by (*2) can be regarded as 

{me(o)+ = t[o/x].} I o E v(c)}, which is a finite set of ground equalities. 

Consequently, by assuming (Ql) and (Q2), we can model user's inference 
as the congruence closure of a finite set of ground equalities induced by ( * 1) 

and ( *2). For technical reasons, we define the congruence closure through 

rewriting rules C> I,A introduced below. From the correctness of Knuth-Bendix 

completion [8], t.} = o iff tis reducible too by C> I,A· 

Definition 21 Define P1 ,A as the minimum set of rewriting rules [> 1 ,A on 
TM ( 01) satisfying the following three conditions. Intuitively, t [> 1 ,A o means 
that the user knows or can infer that t.} = o. 

(A) Ifm(c) E A, o E v(c), and m(o)+ = o E OJ, then P1,A contains 

m(o)C>J,AO· 

This corresponds to (*I). 

(B) Ifme(c) E A, me E Me. o E v(c), me(o)+ = o E OJ, and Res(me(c)) = 
t =f. .l, then P1 ,A contains 

t[o/x] C> I,A o. 

This essentially corresponds to (*2). 

(C) If P1,A contains t C> I,A o and t" C> I,A o" such that t" is a proper subterm 
oft at r", then P1,A contains 

t[ II "] r C>J,AO. 

This simulates Knuth-Bendix completion procedure. 

By definition, the right-hand side of each rule is an object. Note that the exis

tence oft C> 1 ,A o in P1 ,A implies t -+ j o. 

Define =? 1 ,A as the one-step reduction relation by C> 1 ,A. That is, t =? 1 ,A t' 
iff there exists a subterm t" of t at r" such that t" C> 1 A o" E P1 A and t' = 
t[r" o"]. Let =? j ,A denote the reflexive and transitive' closure of =? 1 ,A. For 

readability, we often write C> 1 and P1 instead of C> I,A and P1,A• respectively. 
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3.3 THE SECURITY PROBLEM 

The notion of security of methods discussed in Introduction is naturally ex
tended to terms in TM(C) as follows: A term r E TM(C) is said to be secure 
if there exists no interpretation I= (v,J.l) such that r[ojc] *i,A o for any 
o E v(c) and o E OJ. Otherwise, r is insecure. The security problem is to 
determine whether a given r E TM (C) is secure or not. 

Theorem 1 The security problem for method schemas with methods of arity 
two is undecidable. 

Sketch of Proof: The type-consistency problem is to determine whether, for 
a given method schema S, there exists an interpretation of S which causes an 
aborted execution. [7] shows that the problem for method schemas with meth
ods of arity two is undecidable by reducing the Post's Correspondence Problem 
(PCP) to the problem. In the reduction, each interpretation I is regarded as a 
candidate for a solution to a PCP. If I is actually a solution, then execution of 
a term, say m(o), is aborted under I. Otherwise, m(o) is nonterminating. By 
slightly modifying the reduction in [7], we can construct a schema with the 
following properties: 

• If I is a solution, then the execution of a term, say m' ( o), is successful 
under I. 

• Otherwise, m' ( o) is non terminating under I. 

Let c be the class to which o belongs. Let A = { m' (c)} and r = m' (c). Then, 
the PCP has a solution iff there exists I= (v,J.l) such that r[ojc] =?j o' for 
some o and o'. D 

4. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

4.1 A SUFFICIENT CONDITION 

In this section we propose a decidable sufficient condition for a given term 
r E TM (C) to be secure. The main idea is to introduce new rewriting rules on 
TM (C) which "conservatively" approximate t> 1 ,A• i.e., if r is insecure, then r 
is reducible to a class c by the new rewriting rules. Intuitively, each t E TM (C) 
is considered as the set of instantiated terms {t[o/c] I o E v(c)}. The "ex
ecution result" E(t) of t is defined as follows: c E E(t) iff there exists an 
interpretation I= (v,J.l) such that t[o/c].J,. E v(c) for some o E v(c). Unfortu
nately, we cannot compute E exactly in general [2]. However, we can compute 
Z: TM(C)-+ 2c such that Z(t) 2 E(t) for every t E TM(C) [10]. We use 
such Z to approximate t> 1 ,A. The smaller Z ( t) is, the better approximation we 
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have, although the approximation is still conservative even when Z(t) = C for 
all t. The algorithm in [10] gives a fairly small Z. 

The next definition introduces the new rewriting rules !>s,A,Z on TM(C) 
which approximate!> I,A· 

Definition 22 Define Ps,A,Z as the minimum set of rewriting rules [> s,A,Z on 
TM (C) satisfying the following three conditions: 

(A) lfm(c) E A, then Ps,A,z contains 

m(c)!>s,A,zc 

for each c E Z{m(c)). 

(B) If me {c) E A, me E Me,n. and Res( me (c)) = t f= .l, then Ps,A,Z contains 

t[cjxj [> S,A,Z C 

for each c E Z(t[cjx]). 

(C) If Ps contains t [> s,A,Z c and t" [> s,A,Z c" such that t" is a proper sub
term oft at r", then Ps,A,Z contains 

[ // "] I t r +- C [> S,A,Z C 

for each c' E Z(t[r" +- d']). 

Define =? s,A,Z as the one-step reduction relation by !> s,A,z. Let =? s,A,z de
note the reflexive and transitive closure of =? s,A,Z. For readability, we often 
write !> s and Ps instead of!> s,A,z and Ps,A,Z, respectively. 

The next lemma states that each rule in P1 is conservatively approximated 
by a rule in Ps. 

Lemma 4 .. 1 If there is an interpretation I= (v,J.L) such that t[o/x] [>I o E PI 
for some o E v(c) and o E v(c), then t[cjx] !>s c E Ps. 

Proof 

We use induction on the number of the iterations of a procedure which com
putes the least fixed point satisfying the three conditions in Def 21. 

Basis: Consider the case thatm(o) !> IO (o E v(c)) is obtained from Def 21(A). 
Then, m{c) E A, o E v(c), and m(o).!. = o. Moreover, c E Z(m{c)) from the 
property of Z. From Def 22(A), Ps contains m{c) !>s c since m(c) E A and 
c E Z(m(c)). The case that Res(me(c))[ojx] !>I o is obtained from Def 2l(B) 
can be proved in the same way. 
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Induction: Suppose that t"[o" jx"] (o" E v(c")) is a proper subterm oft[ojx] 
(o E v(c)) at r" and that t[ojx] t> 1 o (o E v(c)) and t"[o" /x"] t> 1 o" (o" E v(d')) 
have been obtained. Let t'[o' jx'] = t[ojx][r" f- o"] (o' E v(c')), and suppose 
that t'[o' /x'] t>1 o is obtained from Def. 2l(C). By the inductive hypothesis, 
Ps contains both t[cjx] t> s c and t"[c" /x"] t> s d'. From the definition of 
t'[o' /x'], we obtain t'[c' /x'] = t[cjx][r" f- d']. Since t'[o' /x'] t> 1 o E P1 im
plies t'[o' /x'].J.. = o, it holds that c E Z(t'[c' jx']). From the above inductive 
hypothesis and Def. 22(C), we can conclude that t'[c' jx!] t>s c E Ps. 

D 

We have the following theorem: 

Theorem 2 Let r E TM(C). If there exists no class c such that r :::::}S,A,Z c, 
then r is secure, i.e., there exists no interpretation I = (v,J..L) such that 
r[ojc] :::::}j A ofor any o E v(c) and o E OJ. 

' 

Proof 

By Lemma 4 .. 1, it can be easily shown that if there is I= (v,J..L) such that 
t[o/x] :::::}j t'[o' jx'] for some o E v(c) and o' E v(c'), then t[cjx] :::::}s t'[c' jx']. 
The theorem is implied by this fact. 

D 

The proposed sufficient condition is obviously decidable, since the right
hand side of each rule t> s,A,z is a class and therefore the "size" of the term 
decreases every time a rule is applied. 

Example 10 We said that method uses is secure in the second case of Exam
ple 7. Actually, it is not difficult to see that Ps has only located(Host) t>s 
Room and office(Employee) t>s Room. This implies that uses(Employee) is 
secure. 

It is open whether the undecidability of the security problem stems only 
from the uncomputability of E. In other words, it is open whether or not the 
sufficient condition in Theorem 2 is also a necessary one when we use E as Z. 

4.2 MONADIC CASE 

When a given schema is monadic, the algorithm in [10] computes E in time 
polynomial of the size of S. Moreover, when a given schema is monadic and 
we use E as Z, the sufficient condition in Theorem 2 is also a necessary one. 

Theorem 3 LetS be a monadic schema and r E TM (C). If there exists a class 
c' such that r :::::}sA Ed, then r is insecure, i.e., there exists an interpretation 

I such that r[ojc]'::}j A o' for some o E v(c) and o' E OJ. 
' 
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The proof is omitted due to the space limitation. 

4.3 COMPLEXITY 

We summarize the time complexity of deciding the sufficient condition 
stated in Theorem 2. Define the size of a term t as !R(t)j, i.e., the number 
of occurrences oft. Define the description length of :Ec, denoted I! :Eel!. as the 
sum of the size of all t such that ( m (c), t) E :Ec. Also, define the size of S, 
denoted !lSI!, as follows: 

Let k be the maximum arity of all the methods. The height of t is defined as 
the maximum length of the occurrences in R(t). Let Land H be the maximum 
size and height of all t in { t I ( m (c), t) E :Ec} U { T}, respectively. By assuming 
L !lSI!, the total time complexity (including computation of Z) is 

Theorem 4 For a monadic method schema, the security problem is solvable 
in polynomial time of the size of the schema. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have formalized the security problem against inference attacks on 
OODBs, and shown that the problem is undecidable. Then we have proposed 
a decidable sufficient condition for a given method to be secure, by introduc
ing class-level inference (t> s) which conservatively approximates object-level 
inference (t> 1 ). We believe that the approximation is fairly tight in spite of its 
simple definition, since the sufficient condition becomes a necessary one when 
the given schema is monadic. 

In several situations, imprecise inference becomes powerful enough to cause 
serious problems. Moreover, method schemas do not seem a perfect model of 
OODB schemas since they do not support multi-valued methods, update oper
ations, and so on. Therefore, we intend to extend both inference and database 
models. 
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